
Stone Ridge Academy Acrostic Poem
2023-2024 1st School Challenge

Start: August 16, 2023
Deadline: September 15, 2023
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Middle School students, listen up! Our school is about to host an epic
competition, and we want all of you to get in on the action and show off your
team skills. It's a friendly competition, so don't hold back - everyone can join in
and claim bragging rights! To get things started, we will have an acrostic poem
challenge. You know the drill - the first letter of each line spells out a word or
phrase. We've chosen 'STONE' to represent our school but feel free to get
creative and use any word or phrase you like. And hey, if you've got some
serious talent in the arts, rap, music, storytelling, or singing, go ahead and work
that into your poem! Once you've got your masterpiece all set, share it with the
class. The winning poem and writer will be featured in the September 2023 issue
of The Knights Newsletter, and the framed poem along with the writer's photo will
be showcased in the lobby. So, get ready to bring your A-game, and may the
best poem win!



Introduction:

An acrostic poem is a very fun poem for kids. Each acrostic poem has a topic idea running down the left side of the poem.
Each letter in the topic word has a new thought that runs off the side from left to right and is relevant to the topic word.
The topic word is typically the title as well. For example...If you were writing an acrostic poem with the topic word
"pumpkin" the title would be pumpkin and each line of the poem would start with one of the letters in the word pumpkin.

PUMPKIN
by Kaitlyn Guenther

P iles of candy

U nder the bed

M ake for a delicious snack

P eople

K now

I t’s been Halloween because

N o one is without candy




